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Abstract: Peridynamics (PD) is employed to model the fracture of pre-cracked graphene sheets 

under mode-I loading condition to show its application at nanoscale. Then the related mechanisms 

at atomic scale are revealed by using molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, with which the 

mechanical properties and fracture mechanisms of full atomistic pre-cracked single-layer 

graphene sheets (SLGSs) with different types of crack tip micro-structures are investigated. The 

results such as the fracture forms obtained from the PD and MD simulations show good 

consistency. The MD results show that different crack tip structures have distinct effect on the 

mechanical properties of graphene sheets. The pre-cracked SLGSs with ω-type crack tip show 

higher fracture strength and strain than the ones with u-type crack tip. For the pre-cracked SLGSs 

with u-type crack tip, the fracture strength and strain of the armchair sheet are higher than the 

zigzag one. However, there are almost no differences for the armchair and zigzag sheets with 

ω-type crack tip. Due to the difference between armchair and zigzag structures, carbon polygon 

ring can form in armchair sheets and its formation is related to the crack tip structures and the 

crack width. In addition, the crack propagation can be characterized by the local stress state, 

which for crack initiation is different from steady crack propagation. 

 

Keywords: Single-layer graphene sheet; Fracture mechanism; Crack tip; Molecular dynamics; 

Peridynamics 

 

1. Introduction 

Graphene [1-3], a kind of unique and one-atom thick two-dimensional nano-structure, is a single 
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layer of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb crystal lattice regularly, which is the basic 

element to build other graphitic materials, such as one-dimensional carbon nano-tube or 

three-dimensional graphite. Due to its preeminent mechanical properties [4-7], excellent electrical 

properties [8-11] and outstanding thermal properties [12-14], graphene has been considered as a 

kind of promising material, and can be widely applied in nano-electronic systems like capacitors 

[15-17], transparent electrodes [18-20], transistors [21, 22], photodetectors [23], conductors[24] 

and semiconductors [25], nano-electro-mechanical systems like sensitive sensors [26, 27], 

transparent interconnects [28] and electrostatic actuators [29], and nano-composite systems 

[30-35]. Thus, full understanding of various behaviors of graphene sheets can be very significant 

in designing graphene-based nano-structures. 

Kam et al. [36] found the mechanical response of graphene nanofilm mainly depends on its 

geometry, temperature and loading conditions. Reddy et al. [37] showed that edge effect strongly 

influences the elastic properties of graphene with smaller width and becomes negligible for wider 

ones. The edge effect on fracture strength of defect-free graphene was also found by Kiselev and 

Wang et al. [38, 39]. Besides, they also found temperature rise and defects such as Stone-Wales 

defects and vacancies can cause strength loss and the fracture site of defective graphene initiating 

from defects. Sun et al. [40] found the fracture strength of graphene losses about 17.7% due to the 

monatomic vacancy. Zhu et al. [41] found that the Young’s modulus of graphene is largely 

correlated to the size of vacancy defects perpendicular to the stretching direction and reduces at 

high concentration of mono-atomic-vacancy defects, and the blunting effect of vacancy edges 

plays an important role in the vacancy-induced crack initiation and propagation. Zhao et al. [42] 

found that the Young’s modulus of monolayer graphene does not vary significantly with 

temperature until about 1200K, beyond which the monolayer graphene becomes softer. The 

results of Zhang et al. [43] showed that the mechanical properties of graphene sheets degrade 

linearly when temperature becomes high, and layer number and isotope-substitution lead to 

marginal difference in mechanical properties. 

Beside of the effect of Stone-Wales or vacancy defects on the properties of graphene sheets, 

there are also many investigations about the mechanical properties of graphene sheets with a 

crack via numerical simulation methods. Tsai et al. [44] found that the strain energy release rate 

can be employed in atomic and continuum models to describe the fracture of covalently bonded 

graphene sheets, while the stress intensity factor may not be suitable for modeling the crack 

behavior in atomic structures. Compared to the graphene with vertical pre-crack, the ones with 

inclined pre-crack possess higher fracture strength and strain and smaller critical energy release 

rate which is independent of initial crack length at low temperature. Meanwhile, armchair 



graphene always has greater critical energy release rate than zigzag graphene, and the critical 

energy release rate of graphene decreases with increment of temperature [45]. Besides, the 

increase of temperature and crack length can lead to the reduction of fracture strength [42, 45-49]. 

Based on experiment and modeling, Zhang et al. [50] found that the strength of large-area 

graphene should be determined by its fracture toughness, rather than intrinsic strength. Le et al. 

[47-49] found that either the fracture strain or the crack propagation speed of the graphene with 

shorter initial crack is larger than that of the ones with longer initial crack in pre-cracked 

graphene. While in pre-strained graphene sheets, crack propagation speed is independent of the 

length, location and number of inserted crack. For the graphene sheet with a hole in its center, 

Fang et al. [51, 52] found that the fracture strength, strain and Young’s modulus decrease while 

the Poisson’s ratio increases with the hole size increasing. For the graphene sheet with v-shape 

crack, they also found that the crack propagates from the crack tip along the direction 

perpendicular to the loading axis for armchair sheet and along the direction of 45° from the 

loading axis for zigzag sheet. The zigzag one can bear larger load and its fracture energy is also 

larger and decreases with the increase of crack length. However, different from the results of Fang 

et al., Xu et al. [53] found the zigzag crack evolves along a 0° angle in a straight line and the 

armchair crack propagates by oscillating between ±30° angles of the initial crack direction under 

mode I loading. In addition, the vacancy defects existing in graphene sheets can affect the crack 

propagation trajectory as well [41, 54]. Interestingly, Parashar et al. [55] showed that van der 

Waals interaction forces have significant impact on the opening mode fracture characteristics of 

graphene sheet when inter-layer spacing is 0.344nm. And when inter-layer spacing is larger than 

0.344nm, its effect starts mitigating with inter-layer spacing increasing and ultimately becomes 

negligible after inter-layer spacing beyond 0.3816nm. 

In addition, as a new continuum-based theory, PD theory [56] can be a convenient method for 

discontinuous problems such as crack propagation for the reason that the PD equation of motion 

is free of the spatial derivatives of the displacement field. And recent works by Oterkus et al. [57] 

and Martowicz et al. [58] show that the PD theory can also be employed in the study on graphene 

sheet at nanoscale. Oterkus et al. [57] studied the fracture of pre-cracked graphene sheets and 

showed that the PD theory can be a more efficient method compared with the MD simulation. 

However, the fracture mechanism at atomic scale cannot be revealed by using the PD-based 

simulations. 

In this work, the fracture behavior in pre-cracked graphene sheets is modeled by using the PD 

theory and the results are compared with the ones from MD simulations. To show more 

mechanical mechanisms at atomic scale, this study also studies the mechanical properties of full 



atomistic pre-cracked single-layer armchair and zigzag graphene sheets via MD simulations, and 

reveals the mechanism of crack propagation in detail. Thus, it provides a better understanding of 

the mechanical properties of such kind of graphene sheets, which will be helpful for utilizing 

them in nano-systems. 

 

2. Computational methodology 

2.1 Peridynamics-based simulations 

The ordinary state-based peridynamic (OSPD) theory [59] is employed to model the fracture of 

pre-cracked graphene sheet. In the theory, a continuum medium is composed of infinitesimal 

material points and each material point interacts with other points inside its influence domain, H, 

called horizon with radius of 𝛿 as shown in Fig. 1. In the figure, it shows the configurations 

before and after deformation, in which 𝐱𝑘, 𝐱𝑗 and 𝐲𝑘, 𝐲𝑗 stand for the position vectors of 

material points k and j in the undeformed and deformed configurations, respectively. 𝐭𝑘𝑗 and 𝐭𝑗𝑘 

represent the PD force density vector on material point k from point j and on material point j from 

k, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic shows the interaction between material points k and j in the horizon, H. 

 

The PD equation of motion of material point k is expressed as [59] 

𝜌𝑘�̈�𝑘 = ∑(𝐭𝑘𝑗 − 𝐭𝑗𝑘)𝑉𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=1

+ 𝐛𝑘 (1) 

in which 𝐭𝑘𝑗 − 𝐭𝑗𝑘 is the net PD force density vector acting on material point k, 𝜌𝑘 is the 

density, �̈�𝑘 is the acceleration, 𝐛𝑘 is the body force density, N is the number of material points 

in the horizon of the material point k and 𝑉 represents the volume of the material point. The PD 

force density vector at material point k can be expressed by the corresponding strain energy 



density function, 𝑊𝑘, as [59] 

𝐭𝑘𝑗 =
1

𝑉𝑗
 

𝜕𝑊𝑘

𝜕(|𝐲𝑗 − 𝐲𝑘|)
 

𝐲𝑗 − 𝐲𝑘

|𝐲𝑗 − 𝐲𝑘|
 (2) 

where |⋅| denotes the length of the corresponding vector. An analogous expression also holds for 

𝐭𝑗𝑘. Based on the PD integral form of strain invariant [60], the strain energy density of material 

point k can be derived and expressed as [61] 

𝑊𝑘 = (𝑎1𝜃𝑘 + 𝑎0)𝜃𝑘
2 + (𝑏1𝜃𝑘 + 𝑏0) ∑ 𝑤𝑘𝑗(|𝐲𝑗 − 𝐲𝑘|𝛬𝑘𝑗 − |𝐱𝑗 − 𝐱𝑘|)

2
𝑉𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=1

 (3) 

in which 𝜃𝑘 is the dilatation term of material point k, and 𝑤𝑘𝑗 is an influence function. The 

dilatation can be defined as 

𝜃𝑘 =
3

𝜋ℎ𝛿4
∑ 𝑤𝑘𝑗(|𝐲𝑗 − 𝐲𝑘|Λ𝑘𝑗 − |𝐱𝑗 − 𝐱𝑘|)|𝐱𝑗 − 𝐱𝑘|𝑉𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=1

 (4) 

with 

Λ𝑘𝑗 =
𝐲𝑗 − 𝐲𝑘

|𝐲𝑗 − 𝐲𝑘|
∙

𝐱𝑗 − 𝐱𝑘

|𝐱𝑗 − 𝐱𝑘|
 (5) 

and  

𝑤𝑘𝑗 =
𝛿

|𝐱𝑗 − 𝐱𝑘|
 (6) 

In Eq. (3), 𝑎0, 𝑎1, 𝑏0 and 𝑏1 are PD parameters, which are equal to [61] 

𝑎0 = −3.85 × 1010 𝐽 𝑚3⁄ , 𝑎1 = 1.89 × 1011 𝐽 𝑚3⁄ , 

 𝑏0 =
1.93×1012

𝜋ℎ𝛿4 𝐽 𝑚8⁄ , 𝑏1 =
−2.80×1012

𝜋ℎ𝛿
4 𝐽 𝑚8⁄ . 

(7) 

Zhao et al. [62] found that the size effect on the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio is 

negligible when the diagonal length of a square graphene ribbon exceeds 10nm. Therefore, a 

square edge pre-cracked plate model with global size of 10nm×10nm is used to model the fracture 

of graphene sheet with the OSPD theory. As a continuum based theory, each material point in the 

OSPD model may contain several carbon atoms, which results in the loss of information at atomic 

scale. Then, atomistic simulations are necessary to reveal the mechanisms at atomic scale. 

 

2.2 Molecular dynamics simulations 

The deformation and fracture mechanisms of graphene sheets with edge crack at atomic scale are 

studied via a MD open source code called Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel 

Simulator (LAMMPS) [63] and the second Reactive Empirical Bond Order (REBO) Potential [64] 

which is a kind of Tersoff potential to describe short-range covalent bonds of carbon atoms. The 



potential energy is calculated as 

Φ𝑖 = ∑ 𝑓𝑐(𝑟𝑖𝑗)[𝑉𝑅(𝑟𝑖𝑗) − �̅�𝑖𝑗𝑉𝐴(𝑟𝑖𝑗)]

𝑁

𝑗=1

 (8) 

where 𝑟𝑖𝑗 is the interatomic distance between atoms i and j, 𝑉𝑅 and 𝑉𝐴 are pairwise potential 

functions for the repulsive and attractive interactions, respectively, �̅�𝑖𝑗 is a bond-order term 

which takes the local bonding environment up to third nearest neighbors into consideration 

through its dependence on the bond angles, and 𝑓𝑐 is the cutoff function. 

Comparing the PD and MD methods, it can be observed that the bond stretch and the bond 

angle are calculated in the MD simulations and the bond stretch and the dilatation are calculated 

in the PD simulations. However, the REBO potential in the MD simulations is only applicable to 

the fully atomic systems while the continuum-based PD method can be employed for different 

coarse-grained systems at nanoscale. Thus the continuum-based PD method has an obvious 

advantage over the MD method for the large nanoscale systems. As shown in the previous study 

[61], larger length scale and time step make PD a more efficient method compared with MD. 

The pre-cracked graphene models are shown in Fig. 2. For computational efficiency of 

atomistic simulations, the size of the graphene sheet is chosen as 10nm×10nm, which is the same 

as the one in the PD model. The cracks with different crack tip micro-structures are considered in 

the MD simulations, and their size are about 4 5.5 3a a for pre-cracked armchair sheets and

aa 832  for pre-cracked zigzag sheets, in which a (a≈1.42Å) is the lattice constant. The crack 

tip micro-structures of these cracks are classified into “u-type” and “ω-type”, respectively. The 

graphene models in Figs. 2a-d are composed of 3962, 3960, 3969 and 3967 atoms, respectively. 

Fig.3 shows the structures of cracks with u-type and ω-type crack tips. It can be known from 

Fig.3 that the crack structures above the black dotted box are the same in armchair or zigzag sheet 

and the cracks with ω-type crack tip can be obtained by removing the two atoms which are in the 

red dotted ellipses and belong to the u-type crack tips. 

For each case, MD simulation is performed at about 0K to minimize the thermal vibration of 

small scale systems and the temperature of each system is kept by Nose-Hoover (NVT) 

thermostating [65] in the whole simulation process. At the start of simulation, an energy 

minimization of the system is performed by using the algorithm of conjugate gradient. Then the 

system is relaxed by running dynamics for 30ps without applying external loads. Finally, the 

relaxed system is stretched uniaxially. 

In both PD and MD simulations, each case is stretched uniaxially by moving the left and right 

boundary layers along the arrow directions as shown in Fig. 2 with a global strain rate of 2×10
7
/s. 



The ratio of the crack length to the global size is 1/10 in each case. In addition, the graphene sheet 

is assumed as a homogeneous continuum plate model in the PD theory and is discretized as 

uniformly distributed material points with spacing of 0.15nm, which is different from the 

hexagonal atom distributions in graphene sheet at atomic scale. According to the atomic structure 

at crack tips in the fully atomistic graphene sheets in Figs. 2a and c, different material point 

distributions are employed in the PD models. Two lines and one single line of material points are 

placed in front of the crack tips in the armchair and zigzag graphene PD models, respectively, 

according to the symmetry in the corresponding atomistic models. In PD simulation, the horizon 

size is generally chosen as 3 times of the spacing between two closest material points [59] (i.e. 

𝛿 = 0.45nm in current PD simulation). While the maximum interaction distance between two 

atoms is √3𝑎, or 0.246nm, in graphene sheet at atomic scale according to the REBO potential. 

The position and velocity information of each particle are updated at every timestep by employing 

the velocity-verlet integration scheme in both simulations [66]. The timestep used in the PD 

simulation can be 5fs [61], which is 10 times larger than the one (i.e. 0.5fs) used in the MD 

simulation in current study. Thus, the continuum based PD theory can be more efficient than the 

MD simulation and is especially suitable to the study of fracture of large nanoscale systems 

compared with the classical continuum mechanics based methods which generally fail to solve 

discontinuity related problems (e.g. fracture). The results obtained from PD and MD simulations 

in this work are visualized by OVITO [67]. 

 

  

b a 



  

Fig. 2 The pre-cracked graphene models used in this work. (a), (b) Pre-cracked armchair models 

with u-type and ω-type crack tips, (c), (d) Pre-cracked zigzag models with u-type and ω-type 

crack tips. The insets show the crack tip structures. 

 

  

Fig.3 Structure of cracks with u-type and ω-type crack tips. (a) Cracks in armchair sheets, (b) 

Cracks in zigzag sheets. The red lines represent the cracks with u-type crack tip and the blue lines 

stand for the cracks with ω-type crack tip. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Comparison between PD and MD simulation results 

Fig. 4 shows the final fracture forms of pre-cracked armchair and zigzag graphene sheets. From 

the figure, it can be seen that brittle fracture occurs in both pre-cracked graphene sheets under 

mode I loading condition and that the global crack paths obtained from the PD and MD 

simulations show good consistency with each other for both graphene sheets, i.e. the crack in both 

graphene sheets propagates forward in a globally straight way and the graphene sheets break into 

c d 
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two halves globally in each case. From Figs. 4a and c, it can be seen that the cracks are symmetric 

despite the effect of different material point distributions. However, the cracks are not symmetric 

in the fully atomistic graphene sheets because of the high frequency vibration of atoms in the 

thermostating process. Besides, it can be seen from the MD simulation results (Figs. 4b and d) 

that the local fracture forms in both graphene sheets are in a zigzag way, which is not observed 

from the PD simulation results for the reason that the atomic structure cannot be considered in the 

continuum based PD theory. In addition, the crack branching behaviors appeared in pre-cracked 

zigzag graphene sheets [57, 61, 68] are not observed as well in this work, which may be due to 

the size effect (e.g. crack size and specimen size). 

Therefore, the global fracture characteristics such as straight crack path and crack branching 

behaviors [61] in the propagation process of crack can be produced by using PD theory. In this 

respect, PD theory is applicable to the predictions of global fracture in relatively large nanoscale 

systems in which the fracture at atomic scale is not in consideration. Otherwise, fully atomistic 

simulations are needed to study the fracture at atomic scale, such as the effect of different atomic 

structures at crack tips and the stretching and rotation of covalent bonds in the fracture process. 

Thus, combination of PD and MD methods can provide a significant insight of multiscale 

modeling. 
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Fig. 4 The fracture patterns of pre-cracked (a), (b) armchair and (c), (d) zigzag graphene sheets 

obtained from (a), (c) PD and (b), (d) MD simulations. The color map represents the position 

distribution. 

 

3.2 The related mechanisms at atomic scale 

It can be known from above that the global fracture characters of pre-cracked graphene sheets can 

be well modeled by using PD simulation. However, the fracture at atomic scale cannot be 

captured. Therefore, the effect of different atomic structures of crack tips on the fracture of 

pre-cracked graphene sheets and the related fracture mechanisms at atomic scale (i.e. the 

stretching, rotation and breaking of covalent bonds) are studied by using fully atomistic 

simulation (i.e. MD simulation) in this subsection. 

 

3.2.1 Stress-strain relation of different graphene sheets 

The stress-strain curves of the pre-cracked graphene sheets are presented in Fig. 5. The 

corresponding atomic configurations at different strains are shown in Figs. 6-8, from which the 

micro-structure evolution and atomic tensile stress distribution in the crack propagation process 

can be known. From Fig. 5, it can be found that the effective Young’s modulus is 0.9TPa for the 

armchair sheet with u-type crack tip, 0.88TPa for the armchair sheet with ω-type crack tip and 

0.84TPa for the zigzag sheets. So the armchair sheet can be softened a little more due to the effect 

of ω-type crack tip structure while the effect of crack tip structures on the effective elastic 

properties of zigzag sheets are almost the same. For the armchair sheets with u-type and ω-type 

crack tips, their stress reach the maximum 65.73GPa and 71.19GPa at critical strains of 8.77% 

and 9.98%, respectively. While for the zigzag sheets with u-type and ω-type crack tips, their stress 

reach the maximum 57.4GPa and 70.95GPa at critical strains of 7.65% and 10.26%, respectively. 

Therefore, for the graphene sheets with the same chirality, the fracture stress and strain of the 

c d 



sheets with ω-type crack tip are larger than those of the ones with u-type crack tip. For the 

graphene sheets with u-type crack tip, the fracture strength of the armchair sheet is larger than that 

of the zigzag sheet, but this difference is narrowed between the armchair and zigzag sheets with 

ω-type crack tip. 

 

  

Fig. 5 Stress-strain curves of different pre-cracked graphene sheets. (a) Pre-cracked armchair 

sheets with u-type and ω-type crack tips, (b) Pre-cracked zigzag sheets with u-type and ω-type 

crack tips. 

 

In Fig. 5a, it shows that there are three stages during stretching of the armchair sheets, the 

increasing stress stage, the stress drop-off stage and the stress flow stage. In Fig. 5b, only two 

stages, the increasing stress stage and the stress drop-off stage, exist during stretching of the 

zigzag sheets. For each graphene sheet, the stress increases with increasing strain in the increasing 

stress stage. After stress reaches to its maximum at the critical strain, the stress falls quickly in the 

stress drop-off stage. Then the stress fluctuates with strain in the stress flow stage for the armchair 

sheets. 

From Figs. 6a-9a which show atomic tensile stress distribution in graphene sheets at critical 

strain, it can be seen that the atomic stress concentrates at the crack tip and becomes more and 

more severe with increasing strain for each graphene sheet in its corresponding stress increasing 

stage. In this stage, the graphene sheets deform almost elastically. Although the length of bonds 

and angle between bonds are changed, there is no C-C bond broken. When the applied strain 

reaches the critical value, C-C bond breaking occurs at the crack tip. Then more and more C-C 

bonds break successively, which leads to continuous expansion of the crack and rapid descending 

of the stress in the stress drop-off stage. 

Figs. 6b, 7d, 8b and 9b show the atomic stress distribution in graphene sheets near the end of 

the stress drop-off stage when the crack propagation almost stops. For the armchair sheets, carbon 

a b 



chain forms at the end of crack propagation due to the armchair edge effect (See Fig.6b), which 

also indicates the stress flow stage. Besides, vacancies (carbon polygon rings) can form in the 

armchair sheet with ω-type crack tip in the crack propagation process (See Figs. 7b and d) for the 

reason that during crack propagation atom micro-vibration in the atom group between the two 

black lines (See Fig. 7a) can induce the maximum atomic stress to skip around the growing crack 

tip and cause cleavage of horizontal C-C bonds. Then vacancy expands (See Fig. 7c) until it is 

broken. It is also found that the formation of vacancies is correlated with the size of the region 

(between the black lines in Figs. 6a and 7a) in which the horizontal C-C bonds are likely to break 

at crack tip when crack initiates. The region size is dependent on the crack tip structure or crack 

width. Compared with the armchair sheets, there is no obvious carbon chain or carbon polygon 

ring forming in the crack propagation process of zigzag sheets in Figs. 8b and 9b mainly due to 

the difference between armchair and zigzag structures. After breakage of carbon chains, the 

graphene sheets are fractured completely and the total stress drops to 0GPa. In addition, it can be 

seen that graphene sheets are mainly fractured in a zigzag way locally and along the original 

crack direction globally. Such crack propagation pattern should be the consequence of the 

competition between local and global level fractures. 

 

   

Fig.6 Atomic tensile stress distribution in armchair sheet with u-type crack tip at different 

strains. (a) Strain=0.0877, (b) Strain=0.0936. The insets show the local atomic configuration in 

the red rectangles. 
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Fig. 7 Atomic tensile stress distribution in armchair sheet with ω-type crack tip at different 

strains. (a) Strain=0.0998, (b) Strain=0.1009, (c) Strain=0.1023, (d) Strain=0.1053. The insets 

show the local atomic configuration in the red rectangles. 

 

   

Fig. 8 Atomic tensile stress distribution in zigzag sheet with u-type crack tip at different strains. 

(a) Strain=0.0765, (b) Strain=0.0785. The insets show the local atomic configuration in the red 

rectangles. 
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Fig. 9 Atomic tensile stress distribution in zigzag sheet with ω-type crack tip at different 

strains. (a) Strain=0.1026, (b) Strain=0.1041. The insets show the local atomic configuration in 

the red rectangles. 

 

3.2.2 Effect of crack tip structures 

As mentioned earlier, it can be concluded that graphene sheets with different chirality show 

different mechanical properties and even graphene sheets with the same chirality also show 

different mechanical properties due to the effect of different crack tip micro-structures. As in 

armchair or zigzag sheets the crack structures above the crack tips are the same and connect with 

the crack tip structures through the two atoms in the black circles in Fig.3 and mainly constrained 

by the crack tip structures during stretch. Atomic configurations at the crack tip structures 

between the two atoms in the black circles (see Fig.3) at the initial deformation state and the 

critical strain are shown in Fig. 10 to clearly know how the structure of crack tip affects the 

mechanical properties of graphene sheets. Fig. 11 shows the change of length and rotation angle 

of each bond in every crack tip structure in Fig. 10 along with the increase of global strain before 

fracture. 
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Fig. 10 Atomic configuration at crack tip of each graphene sheet at different strains. (a), (b) u-type 

and ω-type crack tips in armchair sheets, (c), (d) u-type and ω-type crack tips in zigzag sheets. 

The crack tip structures at the initial state and the critical strain are characterized by “abc...” and 

“a'b'c'...”, respectively, and colored according to the atomic tensile stress. The two end atoms in 

each structure are the ones in the black circles in Fig.3. 

 

From Figs. 10 and 11, it can be found that elongation, rotation and movement may occur more 

or less on the C-C bonds at crack tips during stretch. For this reason, the u-type and ω-type crack 

tip structures (“ab...ef” and “ab...ij” in Figs. 10a and b) in armchair sheets are stretched by 46.43% 

and 87.5%, respectively and the ones (“ab...fg” and “ab...jk” in Figs. 10c and d) in zigzag sheets 

are stretched by 45.83% and 81.25%, respectively. At the initial deformation state, the structures 

are under compression due to the effect of free edge. With stretch continuing, their status changes 

from compression to tension. Before the critical strain, it can be seen from Fig. 11 that the effect 

of atomic vibration on the stability of the crack tip structures becomes more and more severe with 

increasing strain. Figs. 10 and 11 also show that the bonds not parallel to the stretch direction can 

be rotated due to action of moment arising from the tension force at the two end atoms of each 

C-C bond and the oblique C-C bonds can be rotated more in armchair sheets than in zigzag sheets 

due to their structure difference. For the armchair sheets, Figs.11a and b show that the horizontal 

C-C bonds (bonds “cd” in Fig. 10a, “cd” and “gh” in Fig. 10b) can be stretched near the cutoff 

more easily because they are parallel to the stretch direction. For example, the bond “cd” in Fig. 

10a is stretched near the cutoff when the global strain reaches only about 5% while the oblique 

C-C bonds connecting with it are stretched near the cutoff around the critical strain. After this, 

some oblique C-C bonds can be rotated very fast and their rotation angle can reach about 30° at 

most. Combining Figs. 10a and b, it also can be found that rotation of the oblique C-C bonds 

(bonds “bc”, “de” in Fig. 10a, “bc”, “de”, “fg” and “hi” in Fig. 10b) can induce the horizontal 

C-C bonds (bonds “cd” in Fig. 10a, “cd” and “gh” in Fig. 10b) to be moved and due to the 

movement of such horizontal C-C bonds, the oblique C-C bonds can be further rotated as well. 

For the zigzag sheets, in Fig. 11c the oblique C-C bonds in u-type crack tip structure (bonds “cd” 

and “de” in Fig. 10c) are stretched near the cutoff around the critical strain. Fig. 11d shows that 
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due to the effect of ω-type crack tip structure and the tensile force being transferred from both 

sides to the inside of the crack tip structure the bonds “cd” and “hi” (See Fig. 10d) can be 

stretched near the cutoff earlier than the bonds “de” and “ij” (See Fig. 10d) which can be 

elongated around the cutoff near the critical strain. And Figs. 11c and d show that the oblique C-C 

bonds can be rotated about 15° at most. It can be known as well that their rotation can induce 

small movement of C-C bonds. When the global strain reaches the critical value, atomic stress is 

the maximum at atoms c' and d' in Fig. 10a, and atoms c', d', g' and h' in Fig. 10b. Therefore, bond 

“c'd'” in the u-type crack tip and one of the bonds “c'd'” and “g'h'” in the ω-type crack tip should 

break first in armchair sheets. Similarly, atomic stress is the maximum at atom d' in Fig. 10c, and 

atoms d' and h' in Fig. 10d. As a result, one of the bonds “c'd'” and “d'e'” in the u-type crack tip 

and one of the bonds “c'd'”, “d'e'”, “g'h'” and “h'i'” in the ω-type crack tip should break first in 

zigzag sheets. Furthermore, it also can be seen in Fig. 10 that the atomic stress at crack tip 

structures is greater in armchair sheets than in zigzag sheets because of their structure difference 

that there exist horizontal C-C bonds parallel to the stretch direction in armchair sheets but such 

horizontal C-C bonds do not exist in zigzag sheets. Hence, the crack tip structures can be 

stretched more in armchair sheets than in zigzag sheets, which is mainly ascribed to the effect of 

the horizontal C-C bonds in armchair sheets. It also can be concluded that the elongation, rotation 

and movement (caused by the rotation) of C-C bonds make great contribution to the deformation 

of crack tip structures. In addition, it is evident that the crack tip structures share most part of the 

strain load applied to the graphene sheets but they also restrict the graphene sheets to bearing 

larger load due to the defective structures. Besides, there are fewer C-C bonds that can be 

elongated or rotated in u-type crack tip structures than in ω-type crack tip structures, which causes 

the ω-type crack tip structures to bear larger strain load than the u-type crack tip structures do. As 

a result, the graphene sheets with ω-type crack tips show better mechanical properties. 
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Fig. 11 Change of length and rotation angle of each C-C bond in crack tip structures in Fig. 10. 

(a), (b) u-type and ω-type crack tips in armchair sheets, (c), (d) u-type and ω-type crack tips in 

zigzag sheets. 

 

3.2.3 Local stress in the crack propagation process 

To obtain stress state in the crack propagation in the graphene sheets in detail, seven local regions 

(R1,...,R7) with size of about 1.3nm×1.3nm are set along the original crack direction (See Fig. 12). 

In the course of tension, the tensile stress in each local region is calculated. Fig. 13 shows the 

relation between the local tensile stress (LS) and the length variation (δ) of each local region in 

the stretch direction. In fact, the local tensile stress (LS) and length variation (δ) can be seen as 

the traction LS and separation δ between the two parts at both sides of the local region in 

horizontal direction.  

 

 

Fig. 12 Local regions along the crack direction in graphene sheet. 

 

From Fig. 13, it can be seen that the maximum local tensile stress is larger than the maximum 

global tensile stress for all graphene sheets and the maximum local tensile stress is higher in 

graphene sheets with ω-type crack tip than in graphene sheets with u-type crack tip. Before the 
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local tensile stress reaches the maximum, the local regions are stretched almost linearly. After the 

maximum local stress, the crack tip starts to propagate and the local stress decreases non-linearly 

with increasing length of local region. For each graphene sheet, the local tensile stress in region 

R1 is different from that in other regions for the reason that the initial micro-structure in region 

R1 including the crack tip is not identical with that in other regions without any defect. As a result, 

the region R1 can be stretched more due to the effect of crack tip structure when the local tensile 

stress reaches the maximum. While the stretch of other regions (from R2 to R7) are relatively 

small and their difference are very small as well. Therefore, it seems that the local tensile stress 

reaches the maximum “belatedly” in region R1 and almost simultaneously in other regions in Fig. 

13. In fact, they reach the maximum sequentially with the crack propagating from region R1 to 

R7. 

 

  

  

Fig. 13 Local stress in the local regions during stretching. (a), (b) armchair sheets with u-type 

and ω-type crack tips, (c), (d) zigzag sheets with u-type and ω-type crack tips. 

 

Through comparing the LS-δ curve in region R1 with the ones in other regions, it can be seen 

that crack initiation in region R1 may need more traction or separation than crack propagation 

does in regions R2 to R7. Once the crack propagation starts, steady crack growth process occurs. 
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Then at the end of steady crack growth process, in region R7 the traction is not zero after the 

separation up to 0.6nm due to the formation of carbon chain (See Fig.6b). For the armchair sheet 

with ω-type crack tip, in regions R1 and R7 the traction remains after the separation up to 0.6nm 

as well for the reason that carbon chain or polygon ring forms in region R1 due to the expansion 

of vacancy (See Fig. 7c) and in region R7 due to the armchair edge effect. When the carbon chain 

breaks completely, the traction drops to about 0GPa in armchair sheets. And similar with the 

armchair sheet with u-type crack tip, the traction remains after the separation up to 0.4nm in 

region R7 due to the formation of short carbon chain (See Figs. 8b and 9b) in zigzag sheets. 

Because the carbon chain is not as obvious as that in armchair sheets, the traction drops to 0GPa 

very soon in zigzag sheets. Therefore from descriptions above, it can be concluded that the crack 

propagation process can be characterized by the relation between the traction LS and the 

separation δ in the damage zone. 

 

4. Conclusions 

PD and MD simulations have been performed to study the deformation and fracture mechanisms 

of pre-cracked single-layer graphene sheets under mode I loading condition. Although the PD 

simulation results such as the fracture form show good consistency with the MD ones, the related 

mechanisms at atomic scale cannot be revealed by using the PD theory. From the MD simulation 

results, some conclusions can be drawn as follow: different crack tip micro-structures have big 

influence on the mechanical properties of the graphene sheets. The fracture strength and strain of 

the pre-cracked graphene sheets with ω-type crack tip are larger than the ones with u-type crack 

tip due to the effect of crack tip structures since there are more C-C bonds in ω-type crack tip 

structures that can be elongated and rotated. For the sheets with u-type crack tip, the maximum 

stress of the armchair one is higher than the zigzag one and such difference is narrowed between 

the sheets with ω-type crack tip. In the crack propagation process, carbon chain and carbon 

polygon ring can form in armchair sheets due to the armchair edge effect and the difference 

between armchair and zigzag structures. The formation of polygon ring is related to the crack tip 

structure and the crack width. Furthermore, the crack propagation process in the damage zone can 

be characterized by the relation between the local tensile stress and the local stretching, and the 

current results also present the mechanisms in the crack propagation process in detail. This work 

also shows that the combination of PD and MD methods can provide a significant insight of 

multiscale modeling. 
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